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since the early 1970's the authors of this country have experienced a profound change in the way they live together. although they still account for the majority of the population, at each census they have lost ground and their numbers are falling. the phenomenon was first
noticed in the census of 1972; in 30 years the number of people registered as 'white' dropped from 93% to 79%, while those identified as 'coloured' rose from 8% to 14% and those of 'black' from 1% to 5%. both the coloured and black population grew by two-thirds and the

white population fell by a third. this has led to social unrest and 'coloured'-led riots. the government has spoken of colour bands - society will be divided into groups of coloured, white and black. coming from humble beginnings, and then coming into their own, they have
succeeded to become south africa's most famous families. after 25 years of apartheid, friends, family, rivals and enemies, old and new, are all mixing in the south african social scene. what flourishes in a gangster town pulls back the lens to reveal the families and friendships

that have helped shape an extraordinary story of a country coming of age. it looks at the women who have inspired ordinary south african men, and the men who have laid bare south africa's inner workings. it explores how getting things done in the gangster city can help shape
a nation - and how getting things done can change lives. somehow, in 1965, south africans in london heard that the national film and t.v. board (nftb) would have a two-day public screening of nffa's bold new feature, what flourishes in a gangster town in braamfontein. the

invitation was issued to "all the people who might be interested to see our entertainment, to a greater extent than you will ever have the chance of seeing it in a cinema". a few weeks later, the film was screened for several thousand people in a large hall in the centre of the
city. it was seen by many people who had never been to soweto or by the white intellectuals and middle class who would have seen it. within weeks the film, accompanied by white supporters, was taken around the country by a group of young, ambitious and dedicated men

and women.
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when the monolithic towers of sydney's modernist art gallery of sandstone and glass opened its doors in 1986, many wondered why a new building had been chosen at all. the answer to the mystery is revealed in the reception area of the museum of contemporary art. through a mock-up of the early 1970s
gallery, we find that the museum of contemporary art was originally designed as a chamber of commerce for the site. its current home on the harbour foreshore was the then-fledgling art gallery's lucky escape. the art gallery of the city is a fascinating account of how an interior becomes an institution. a school
girl's first brush with art is an unforgettable experience for many. but for janine vassallo, it was a brush with death. in the aftermath of the 1964 race riots at toowoomba in queensland, a tormented country teenager saw a painting at the local christian brothers school. within a short time her painting and a life-

long passion were revived. an unexpected identity is about a girl from a well-to-do, conservative family who fell in love with art. it is a story about growing up and coming to terms with a fragmented cultural identity, and the importance of family ties and religious beliefs in making meaning and sense of the
world. the iron range is one of the most majestic sights in the world. cradle mountain, the friendliest of the major peaks, has a distinctive profile that rises above the surrounding scenery. the air is fresh, the meadows are lush, the golden hues of the red trunks and brown needles of the eucalyptus trees glow in

the summer sunshine. yet this atmosphere of tranquillity is about to change, as the earth’s greatest volcano has erupted. 5ec8ef588b
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